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‘Unleash your Leadership! is to generate the right context, knowledge and tools to reach
one's leadership potential in order to inspire and empower other women
and men towards a more equitable world.’ - Lourdes Berho

Register here to attend #WFMX17
www.womens-forum.com

Words that define a good leader:
Genuine, Caring, Vision and Clarity.
What is the most rewarding moment of your career
to date?
Representing my country and its great attributes
worldwide.
And the most challenging moment of your career?
Having to prove yourself permanently on most
working environments to earn opportunities men
have with lesser effort and break barriers so that
new women generations don't have to do that.
Name one woman who inspires you and why?
Nathalie Baaklini: she is creative, carrying, warrior
for her beliefs, positive, team player and a great
leader.
Why did you decide to attend #WFMX17?
Because I want to contribute to the building of a
new world that #MakesWomenhoodGreatAgain.
Did you attend Women's Forum Mexico in 2016?
How did it impact you?
Through the encounter of a personal will with a
community will where more than 800 women and
men cared to create an economic, social, legal,
corporate, human context where women are

included, respected, dignified, and generating a
permanent conversation which ends on solutions to
break barriers.
What do you expect from Women's Forum Mexico
2017?
To build the next step after #WFMX16, so that the
platform attracts women and men with a high
(current or potential) quality of leadership in order to
expand all attributes and tools and ways to facilitate
for current and future generations the inclusion and
benefit that come with gender equality.
What kind of leaders -or who- are you looking
forward to meeting at #WFMX17?
Social NGO's leaders, corporate, sustainability.
A book or a film on leadership that you would like to
recommend to your fellow delegates?
The Compassionate Achiever by Christopher Kukk.
What else do you want delegates to know about
you?
I would like my peer delegates to know that I am a
GenX social entrepreneur with the third millennial
values, love of poetry, leadership and creative skills
that resonate with the new world, that thrills about
women's and generally humans evolution, that
contributes to a better world, and that I consider
myself a catalyst of human resilience.

